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Consumer Benefits from International Trade
Trade Policy should Focus much more on Consumers
May 14, 2015

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Trade and the public interest. Policymakers should act in the “public
interest,” and it is incumbent upon them to determine with some specificity
what that means because it may not be clear in particular contexts. Thus,
before discussing trade policy—trade barriers in particular—one should
ask, what is the public’s interest in international trade?

People engage in voluntary trade because they gain something from it. The
premise of our market economy is that people should be able to pursue their
interests and engage in trade freely, and that the government should place
conditions on trade in legal goods and services only in as far as the trading
activity itself gives rise to a public nuisance or risk. From this perspective, it
is difficult to see the sense of the government pursuing specific aims by
holding back supplies of goods and services that the general population
would gladly buy and consume.
The motive for trading across national borders is no different from that for
trading within national borders; yet international trade is regarded
differently. The presumption is that the national government is a
gatekeeper, that it should control imports in particular, and not just for
consumer protection, and that it should promote exports, i.e., promote sales
to consumers in other countries.

Even though international trading hubs through history have been virtually
synonymous with extraordinarily high living standards, these presumptions
for centuries have made it necessary for economists to devise special
arguments to demonstrate that engaging in international trade makes a
country better off.
It is generally recognized that antitrade policies contributed to the Great
Depression and the descent into World War II and that the international
agreements and institutions to facilitate trade after the War promoted
economic recovery and improved international relations. Nevertheless,
today’s opponents of trade often argue that trade has become “unfair.”
jec.senate.gov/republicans

Consumer interests too often
are secondary to other
considerations in trade
policy.
Consumer welfare is the
object of foreign trade, the
same as domestic trade.
International trade has
widespread benefits and in
particular for low-income
families.
Holding back trade to serve
specific interests rarely is in
the public interest.
Opponents of international
trade who claim it harms
workers
- Forget that workers are
consumers too;
- Tend to exaggerate
import-related job losses;
- Ignore that trade can
boost overall employment
during recessions and
long-term.
The government should
address bad practices in
international commerce
directly rather than by
limiting trade.
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The government should
guard the benefits of
trade to the consuming
public very carefully.

Imports benefit
ordinary people and
especially lower income
households.

Focus on consumers. The purpose of this commentary is not to explore
what is or is not fair or harmful about international trade today. The
purpose is to draw attention to what should be a much fuller public interest
determination for trade policy. Policies that serve the public interest must
consider the consumer benefits from trade and assign considerable weight
to them. Whatever reasons the government finds for intervening in
international trade, its benefits to domestic consumers should matter a great
deal.

Consumer benefits should be a prominent part of any trade discussion and
weighed against the reservations opponents to trade liberalization raise.
From a public interest perspective, the government should keep any policy
responses to particular concerns with imports and their effects as focused as
possible and guard the benefits of trade to the consuming public very
carefully.
It is important to recognize that the time has long passed when imports
consisted mostly of luxury items only the rich could afford. The leading U.S.
import companies are Wal-Mart, Target, Home Depot, Dole, Lowes, and
Sears. The everyday goods that “big box” stores in particular bring into the
country are available at affordable prices that can help consumers with
modest incomes stretch their budgets. Imports benefit ordinary people and
especially lower income households.

More study needed of consumer benefits. International trade benefits
consumers in different ways and through various channels, some of which
take time. Many economic studies that demonstrate the beneficial nature of
trade use aggregate measures such as GDP to show how economic growth
and the national standard of living rise over time with trade liberalization.
But they lack the immediacy and concreteness of arguments against trade,
or more precisely against imports, that evoke images of closing factories and
laid-off workers.

This analysis reviews a number of studies that focus directly on consumer
benefits from imports. The studies take varying approaches and do not
nearly capture all the consumer benefits, but they indicate that the gains to
consumers are large. There are not nearly enough such studies. The dearth
of studies that directly measure consumer benefits specifically and the
findings of the ones that exist should induce the government to routinely
•
•

•
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Sponsor studies of consumer benefits from international trade;
Compare consumer benefits of trade liberalization with the domestic
adjustment costs;
Aim policy intervention narrowly at the adjustment costs rather than
broadly at holding back trade.
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Americans’ average household income is easily $10,000 per year higher as a
result of trade expansion in the past half century. 1 One recent study even
puts the figure as high as $13,600. 2 The United States is the largest import
and the second largest export country in the world but in percentage terms
trades less than its peers because the volume of internal trade is larger by
virtue of the country’s size. The U.S. import-to-GDP ratio last year, for
example, was 16.5 percent; Germany’s was 40 percent. Three-fourths of the
34 OECD member countries have import-to-GDP ratios above 30 percent.

The most successful economies in the world trade extensively. The
countries whose industries are most competitive with U.S. industry and
those with the highest living standards (as identified by OECD’s Better Life
Index, for instance) are highly engaged in international trade. The
Scandinavian countries, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Germany, Japan, Hong
Kong, and Singapore, to name only a few, all have sizable imports and
exports relative to their domestic output. Within the euro zone, the leading
countries have the highest proportions of imports and exports, whereas the
members facing the most severe economic and fiscal challenges, Cyprus,
Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain, have the lowest ratios of imports and
exports to GDP (although still higher than the United States).

Figure 1 on page 4 shows imports, exports, and GDP on a per capita basis for
nearly all countries in the world. Countries with annual GDP per capita
above $25,000 have imports of $5,000 per capita or higher. One observation
relevant to the current debate over further trade liberalization is that the
proportion of external trade in the United States has much room to grow
before it reaches the levels in many other advanced economies.
International trade, especially at an advanced level, is a market driven
phenomenon. The great diversity of traded items is characteristic of
developed, market-based economies in which imports account for a
substantial share of people’s income. A country’s economic system has
much to do with the volume and form of its trade. Centrally controlled
economies tend to trade on simpler terms for a narrower range of items and
at lower volume.
The causality between international trade and economic growth and living
standard can run in either direction. Foreign trade can increase income but
higher income can also lead to more trade. Technology and domestic

“World Trade and the American Economy,” Presentation to the World Trade Week
Kickoff Breakfast, Los Angeles, California by C. Fred Bergsten, Director, Peterson
Institute for International Economics, May 3, 2010; and “The Payoff to America from
Global Integration,” by Scott C. Bradford, Paul L. E. Grieco, and Gary Clyde Hufbauer,
in C. Fred Bergsten ed. The United States and the World Economy, Institute for
International Economics, Washington, DC. (2005).
2 “How America is Made for Trade,” Matthew J. Slaughter, HSBC Bank USA, N.A.
2014. This estimate was cited by House Ways & Means Chairman Paul Ryan and
Senator Ted Cruz in their Wall Street Journal editorial “Putting Congress in Charge
on Trade,” April 22, 2015.

Americans’ average
household income easily is
$10,000 higher per year as
a result of trade expansion
in the past half century.
One recent study even puts
the figure as high as
$13,600.

The proportion of external
trade in the United States
has much room to grow
before it reaches the levels
in many other advanced
economies.

Centrally controlled
economies tend to
trade on simpler terms
for a narrower range
of items and at lower
volume.
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economic policy affect foreign trade volume as well and make it difficult to
isolate trade related effects.

A study by Frankel and Romer overcomes the problem of causality by
relating a country’s trade to its geographic characteristics that affect the cost
of conducting foreign trade: size, distance to other countries, shared
borders, and whether it is landlocked. 3 Geographic attributes are
independent of income and government policy, and the difference they make
for trade leads to the conclusion that trade, in fact, raises income. Countries
that face relatively high trading costs trade less and have lower incomes
than countries that face relatively low trading costs and trade more. The
relation between the geographic component of trade and income in the
Frankel and Romer study suggests that a rise of one percentage point in the
ratio of trade-to-GDP increases income per person by at least one-half
percent and likely by as much as two percent. 4
MEASURING CONSUMER BENEFITS OF TRADE

Components of consumer benefits. International trade benefits
consumers by lowering prices, improving quality, and widening selection.
These benefits are not only the direct result of imported consumer goods
entering domestic markets, but also of the price and product responses by
domestic vendors. In addition, imported commodities and intermediate
goods enable domestic producers to lower their cost and enhance retail
offerings. Lastly, international trade requires production for export as well,
which induces a reallocation of domestic resources relative to autarky
toward specialization in a nation’s comparative advantage. Thus, foreign
trade generates consumer benefits that derive in part directly from imports
and in part from responses by the domestic economy. 5

Isolating geographic
factors shows that
trade can raise
national income.
A one percentage point
increase in the ratio of
trade-to-GDP raises
income per person at
least by one-half percent
and likely by as much as
two percent.

Foreign trade generates
consumer benefits that
derive in part directly
from imports and in part
from responses by the
domestic economy.

Rather than trace the ways in which trade delivers benefits or quantify their
component parts, most economic studies of international trade use
aggregate measures such as the value of imports plus exports relative to
output or income at the national level to quantify the gains from trade. Few
studies focus on consumer benefits specifically.

Trade’s contribution to consumer share of national income. A study by
Langenfeld and Nieberding 6 applied the Frankel and Romer finding and
similar ones of other studies to U.S. international trade expansion from 1992
to 2002. They calculated the implied increase in domestic consumer benefit

“Does Trade Cause Growth?” by Jeffrey A. Frankel and David Romer, American
Economic Review, 89, No. 3 (June 1999), 379-399. The United States is the largest
importer and second largest exporter in the world, but because it is a large country,
most trade is internal. Relative to GDP, imports and exports combined are only 30
percent. (When calculating GDP, exports are added and imports are subtracted.)
4 Ibid, pp. 381, 387, and 394.
5 See Appendix I for a fuller discussion.
6 “The Benefit of Free Trade to U.S. Consumers—Quantitative Confirmation of
Theoretical Expectation,” by James Langenfeld and James Nieberding, Business
Economics, July 2005, 41-51. They estimate consumer surplus associated with
imports, not from the price response by domestic suppliers (Table 1, p.42).
3
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from imports per household and found that during this period increased
imports accounted for 15 to 20 percent of the total increase in annual real
disposable income per household, i.e., between $1,583 and $2,080 of $10,387
(2002 dollars), depending on whether trade expansion boosts economic
growth by 1.5 or 2 percent. For the same period, the authors estimated an
increase of $1,229 from five trade agreements based on a United States
International Trade Commission (USITC) study, 7 and they found an increase of
$1,613 in annual real disposable income per household using a trade-toincome factor from the 1998 Economic Report of the President. 8

A 2005 study estimated
that the consumer
benefit from U.S. imports
was nearly six percent of
median household
income.

The study refers to a comparable finding reported by Ambassador Robert
Zoellick in 2002, the U.S. trade representative at the time, to the Senate
Finance Committee. According to Zoellick, the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) and the Uruguay Round trade agreement generated
added income and lower taxes (referring to hidden import taxes) of about
$1,300 to $2,000 a year (1996 dollars) for the average family of four in
America. He believed at the time that new trade negotiations, including the
Doha Round, could deliver a further annual income gain of nearly $2,500 to
the average American family of four. 9

These estimated benefits reflect only particular advances in trade
liberalization, not total trade. Langenfeld and Nieberding estimated that the
consumer benefit from trade in total was almost six percent of real median
household income or nearly $2,500 per household in 2002 (p. 47). In 2013,
real median household income was $52,250, six percent of which would be
$3,135. While substantial, the estimates are only of “static” gains; “dynamic”
gains are larger because they grow over time in real terms (see Appendix I).

Lower prices. There is no more direct way to benefit consumers than with
lower prices. The theory of comparative advantage points out that
international trade can lower prices if trading partners move their
respective resources to the areas of their relative strengths in production. In
addition to cost savings from specialization, competition from abroad also
may push prices down closer to operating cost. A recent study of 325
manufacturing industries from 1997 to 2006 found that a one percent
increase in import market share decreased producer prices by 2.35
percent. 10 Both factors—optimization of resource allocation and lower

The Toyo Round, the Uruguay Round, NAFTA, and Free Trade Agreements with
Canada and Israel.
8 Janet Yellen was chair of the Council of Economic Advisers at the time.
9 Robert B. Zoellick, “Statement before the Committee on Finance of the U.S. Senate,”
February 6, 2002, p. 8, and March 9, 2004, p. 41.
10 “The effect of low-wage import competition on U.S. inflationary pressure,” by
Raphael Auer and Andreas M. Fisher, Journal of Monetary Economics 57 (2010) 491503. Domestic firms also may lower their prices preemptively if their markets
become contestable due to trade liberalization so that the import market share does
not necessarily reflect the full domestic price response.
7
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mark-ups—imply that internationally traded goods will decline in price
relative to non-traded goods. 11

In his book Mad About Trade, 12 Daniel Griswold groups a diverse set of U.S.
goods and services by whether their prices had risen more or less than the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) 13 from the beginning of 2000 to the end of 2007.
With few exceptions, the prices of goods and services most exposed to
foreign competition rose less than the CPI and several fell substantially,
whereas the prices of those insulated from foreign competition all rose, most
of them substantially.
Figure 2 shows the price changes reported by Griswold as well as the price
changes since then, from 2008 to 2014. The items to the left are tradable
except for wireless telephone service and eye care and the items to the right
are in the non-trade sector except for bread, fresh fruits, vegetables and
prescription drugs. 14
Figure 2:

There is a remarkable
divergence in prices
between goods that
compete with imports
and those that do not.

Televisions, toys, dishes and flatware are examples of the former; their
prices declined by between 45 and 93 percent in the last decade and a half.
Dry cleaning, haircuts, and motor vehicle repair are among the latter and
rose in price between 40 and 70 percent during that time. (The numbered
items all are identified in Appendix II.)
11 International trade also may reduce inefficiencies that can creep into producers’
operations, so-called X-inefficiency, when domestic competition is lacking.
12 Made About Trade, Why Main Street America Should Embrace Globalization, Daniel
T. Griswold, CATO Institute, 2009, Table 2.1, p. 15.
13 Consumer price index for all urban consumers (CPI-U), U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
14 Reimport restrictions protect exported patented prescription drugs when their
prices abroad are lower than in the United States. As Griswold points out, drug
reimport restrictions are one trade topic where the policy debate recognizes
domestic consumer benefits explicitly (p. 16).
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The prices of many
everyday products tend to
rise or fall depending on
whether they are in the
non-tradable or tradable
sector of the economy.
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The Bank of International Settlements found a similar price divergence in
the United States, the euro area, and Japan between largely tradable “core”
goods (excluding food and energy) and largely non-tradable domestic
services. Since the mid-1990s through 2007, prices for core goods
increased by declining percentages and even fell for a number of years (blue
line), while service prices (green line) continued to rise by percentages that
have remained virtually constant from the late 1990s onward.
Figure 3: Trends in Relative Prices of Goods and Services

Over Four Quarters. Weighted Averages based on 2000 GDP and PPP exchange rates, changes in percent.
“Globalization and the Determinants of Domestic Inflation,” William R. White, BIS Working Papers, No.
250, Bank for International Settlements, March 2008, Chart 9, left panel, p. 13.

International trade
enhances the variety of
products available to
consumers.

Greater variety. The theory of comparative advantage, particularly the
familiar two-country, two-product exposition, suggests that while trade
induced specialization reduces costs, the products remain the same. This is
a much too limited inference. Consumers may gain from trade even if there
are no price changes of existing goods. International trade also increases the
quality and variety of products that are available to consumers. 15

Growth in U. S. import product variety has been an important source of
consumer gains from trade. As reported in a study by Broda and Weinstein,
the share of imported goods in U.S. GDP more than doubled from 4.8 percent
to 11.7 percent and import varieties rose from 71,420 to 259,215 between
1972 and 2001. 16 The authors arrive at a measure of the consumer welfare
gain from increased variety by applying the type of adjustment made to costof-living indices, such as the CPI, that aim to reflect changing consumer
A formal explanation of international trade based on increased product variety
and economies of scale earned Paul Krugman the 2008 Nobel Prize in Economics.
His work is part of what is known as “New Trade Theory,” which explains the large
volume of trade among advanced countries with similar resource endowments and
technologies. See, for example, “Increasing Returns, Monopolistic Competition, and
International Trade,” Journal of International Economics 9 (1979), 469-479 and
“Scale Economies, Product Differentiation, and the Pattern of Trade,” The American
Economic Review, Vol. 70, No. 5 (Dec., 1980), 950-959, both by Paul R. Krugman.
16 The study defines a variety as a particular good, such as red wine, produced in a
particular country, such as France. “Globalization and the Gains from Variety,”
Christian Broda and David E. Weinstein, The Quarterly Journal of Economics, May
2006, p. 550.
15
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preferences (i.e., the changing composition of a representative basket of
purchases), product quality improvements, and new kinds of goods. To the
extent that a price index does not capture these changes, it overstates the
cost of living. 17 Relative to the variety-adjusted import price index that
Broda and Weinstein constructed, the conventional import price index had
an upward bias of 28 percent over the period.

For the lower, variety-adjusted import prices, the authors estimated the
“compensating variation,” meaning the income consumers would be willing
to give up in order to keep the full incremental variety of imports. Broda
and Weinstein estimated that for access to the net new varieties added each
year, consumers would have paid up to 0.1 percent of their income and in
2001 would have paid 2.6 percent of their income to keep the selection from
falling back to the level available in 1972. 18

A paper by Mohler and Seitz using the same methodology on 27 European
Union (EU) member countries for the period 1999 to 2008, found positive
consumer welfare gains in all but five countries (two of which were not
significantly different from zero). 19 Notably, the gains were largest among
new member countries and smaller among long-time members, particularly
the four largest economies, France, Germany, Great Britain, and Italy. The
economies of these major, long-time EU members had well-established trade
links within the EU as well as globally prior to the period of study whereas
the new members experienced substantial trade liberalization, especially
within the EU. Mohler and Seitz separated EU from non-EU trade and found
that the former made a much bigger difference for the new members than
the latter, presumably because EU membership facilitates trade mostly with
other members. They also found that new members are able to catch up to
the incumbent members in terms of the trade benefits they realize.

Studies of the United
States and the EU
show that consumers
place significant value
on product variety.

The Mohler and Seitz findings highlight that the kind of welfare gain from
trade liberalization they consider, increased variety, is lasting but static; a
given reduction in trade barriers generates a constant gain in welfare.

Who are the consumers receiving these benefits? The consumer surplus
from import variety is for the nation as a whole. It can be expressed as a
percentage of national income or output (GDP). Since aggregate measures
are used to compute it, one cannot draw inferences about which consumers
benefit. But the days are gone when imports were predominantly luxury
goods only the rich could afford, such as gems, ivory, and silk. Not only can
many more people afford these kinds of goods today, imports largely are
mass-produced consumer products. The first column in Table 1 shows
17 See, for example, “Price measurement in the United States: a decade after the
Bostic Report,” Monthly Labor Review, May 2006.
18 Broda and Weinstein, p. 543. These are percentages of national income or GDP;
they represent the so-called consumer surplus from import variety.
19 “The Gains from Variety in the European Union,” Lukas Mohler and Michael Seitz,
Munich Discussion Paper No. 2010-24, Department of Economics, University of
Munich, March 2010.
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many items in the shopping carts of average Americans, so the trade benefits
do reach the general population.

Big box retailers are
among the largest
import companies and
confer substantial
benefits on a wide
segment of consumers,
especially lower income
families.

One can go a step further and say that foreign trade disproportionately
benefits modest to low-income people. The top five U.S. import companies are
Walmart, Target, Home Depot, Dole, Lowes, and Sears. 20 A study by Hausman
and Leibtag of super stores, mass merchandizers and club stores, so-called big
box stores, shows they confer substantial benefits on consumers that are
proportionately larger the lower the income. Households with less than
$10,000 in annual income benefit 50 percent more than the average benefit
realized. In total, the existence of big box stores makes consumers better off
by the equivalent of 25 percent on average of annual food spending. 21 While
the authors only studied food items, these stores sell a wide range of products,
many of them imported and/or affected by import competition. Another study
by Basker uses 10 nonfood products and finds considerable downward price
movement for Wal-Mart. 22

Jason Furman, the current chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, in a
2005 paper computed the welfare gain from the Hausman-Leitag study in
dollar savings as $782 per household in 2003. Taking into account that lower
income families spend a larger share of their income on food, he showed that
they benefit proportionately more than higher income families, namely by a
welfare increase of 6.5 percent of income in the lowest quintile compared
with an average of 1.5 percent (see Table 2). 23
Table 1: Benefits for Food Consumers per Household

Pretax Income Welfare Increase Welfare Increase as
Quintile
Percent of Income
Bottom
Second
Third
Fourth
Fifth
All

$530
$678
$779
$932
$1,126
$782

6.5%
3.2%
2.1%
1.5%
0.9%
1.5%

Reproduced in abbreviated form from Table 1 entitled “Benefits for Food Consumers,” in “Wal-Mart: A
Progressive Success Story.” Data from Bureau of Labor Statistics, June 2005, Consumer Expenditures in
2003 and Jason Furman’s calculations.

Chiquita ranks seventh, LG eighth, Heineken ninth, and Phillips Electronics tenth,
Journal of Commerce, May 29, 2014, http://www.slideshare.net/JOCNews/top-10us-importers.
21 “Consumer Benefits from Increased Competition in Shopping Outlets: Measuring
the Effect of Wal-Mart,” Jerry Hausman and Ephraim Leibtag, Working Paper 11809,
National Bureau of Economic Research, December 2005, pp. 24, 25. Subsequently
published in Journal of Applied Econometrics: 1157-1177 (2007). Hausman and
Leibtag do not sum up the benefits for the country as a whole.
22 Aspirin, cigarettes, Coke, detergent, Kleenex, shampoo, tooth paste, shirts, pants,
and underwear; “Selling a Cheaper Mousetrap: Wal-Mart’s Effect on Retail Prices,”
Emek Basker, University of Missouri, March 2005 (http://libertyparkusafd.org/
lp/Hamilton/reports%5CSelling%20a%20Cheaper%20Mousetrap.pdf.)
23 “Wal-Mart: A Progressive Success Story,” Jason Furman, November 28, 2005.
(http://www.mackinac.org/archives/2006/walmart.pdf.)
20
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He reported that the savings from all goods at Wal-Mart alone are
enormous—a total of $263 billion in 2004, or $2,329 per household. 24

In testimony before the Senate Finance Committee in 2004 cited earlier,
Ambassador Zoellick made the following observation:

Arguing for trade barriers is like arguing for a tax on single working
moms, because that’s who pays the most in import taxes as a percentage
of household income. Our goal is to cut those hidden import taxes—while
other countries cut theirs too—to give working families a boost (p. 41).

TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND EMPLOYMENT

It is not the purpose of this commentary to analyze the various objections to
trade liberalization or those based specifically on employment or wage
effects, but it is important to point out that the objections for the most part
are narrowly focused.

Workers are consumers too. The ultimate purpose of foreign trade is to
gain access to goods and services that otherwise would not be available or
affordable, and workers are also consumers. Furman observed that eight in
ten Americans shop at Wal-Mart, and the Hausman-Leibtag study found that
While we do not estimate the costs to workers who may receive
lower wages and benefits, we find the effects of supercenter entry
and expansion to be sufficiently large so that overall we find it to be
extremely unlikely that the expansion of supercenters does not
confer a significant overall benefit to consumers (p. 2).

A fundamental governing principle of domestic economic policy is to
preserve the freedom of citizens to pursue their own interests. Trade
barriers interfere with people’s ability to purchase goods and services,
which presumptively is in their interest as long as trade is voluntary and
should be their right as long as the objects of trade are legal. Barring or
restricting economic activity, be it within or across national borders,
constrains that freedom for everyone within and outside the labor force. 25
While there may be costs to some from trade liberalization, there are costs
and risks to all activities, which do not justify stopping the activities. In
response to traffic fatalities, for example, the government does not restrict
vehicle purchases; it requires safety features and promotes accident
prevention. Loss of income that may result from trade liberalization in
import-competing industries should shape policies pertaining to training
and income support but not initiate restrictive trade policy, which should be
designed based on consumer welfare considerations.

Trade barriers interfere with
people’s ability to purchase
goods and services, which
presumptively is in their
interest as long as trade is
voluntary and should be their
right as long as the objects of
trade are legal.

Trade policy should be
designed for the benefit of
consumers; other policies
should address difficulties
in industries that compete
with imports.

24 Based on a Global Insight study that Wal-Mart commissioned and that Furman
cites at length. It lists lower import prices as one of Wal-Mart’s contributions.
25
The federal government’s use of trade sanctions as a foreign policy tool arguably
overrides citizens’ right to buy and sell what they want.
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NAFTA was predicted to
cause huge U.S. job losses,
which did not occur, but it
created higher-paying
U.S. export related jobs.

Does trade cost jobs? The most prominent objection to trade liberalization
is that it is bad for workers, which as a general proposition is not true. First,
it ignores that (a) imports lower prices for consumer goods, (b) imports
lower input costs for domestic producers, and (c) trade liberalization
increases demand for exports. In all three respects, trade has expansionary
employment effects. Second, critics of trade liberalization tend to overstate
the labor market effects on import-competing industries. Perhaps the most
famous example is the “giant sucking sound” from jobs moving south that
NAFTA supposedly would cause but was never heard. Two decades after
going into effect, economists still debate whether NAFTA has caused a net
gain or a net loss in U.S. jobs, but there is agreement that it created exportrelated jobs in the United States that in general pay about 18 percent more
than jobs supporting domestic sales only. 26
Trade skeptics often claim that foreign producers have an unfair advantage
based on a variety of bad practices and “substandard” conditions that have
hurt U.S. manufacturing in particular (see Appendix III). But manufacturing
output has risen while employment has declined because technology is
changing the nature of manufacturing. Indeed, advancing technology is
causing manufacturing employment to decline all over the world. 27

Trade liberalization
can increase overall
employment during
recessions and in the
long run.

A study by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) of trade, national income, and employment in the G20 found that
trade liberalization increases employment during recessions and can do so
long-term as well. 28 This is not surprising when one recalls that trade
barriers made the Great Depression much worse and that reducing them
would have been supportive of employment in the near term and that longterm trade has the growth enhancing effect discussed earlier.
CONCLUSION

The true purpose and effect of trade is the welfare of citizens in and out of
the workforce who consume goods and services. The benefits are
permanent and cumulative—every step to liberalize trade raises them—
whereas the costs of trade adjustments do not accumulate and diminish over
time.
See, “NAFTA's Economic Upsides; the View from the United States,” by Carla A.
Hills, Foreign Affairs, January/February 2014; “Do Jobs In Export Industries Still Pay
More? And Why?” David Riker, Manufacturing and Services Economics Brief, Office of
Competition and Economic Analysis, International Trade Administration, U.S.
Department of Commerce, July 2010; and “NAFTA Triumphant, Accessing Two
Decades of Gains in Trade, Growth, and Jobs,” U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 2012.
27 See, for example, “Why Factory Jobs Are Shrinking Everywhere,” Charles Kenny,
Businessweek, 4/28/2014; http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2014-0428/why-factory-jobs-are-shrinking-everywhere.
28 OECD (2011), “The Impact of Trade Liberalization on Jobs and Growth: Technical
Note”, OECD Trade Policy Papers, No. 107, OECD Publishing.
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5kgj4jfj1nq2-en.)
26
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One should imagine the first thing being reported in connection with trade
policy were the chances of prices declining and new and better products
becoming available. If the population was more aware of the benefits in
selection, quality, and purchasing power conferred by imports, there might
be greater popular desire for trade liberalization, especially if there were
more commentary of the following kind:

There is no doubt that globalization has brought significant benefits
to American consumers. It’s lowered prices on goods once
considered luxuries, from big-screen TVs to peaches in winter, and
increased the purchasing power of low-income Americans. It’s
helped keep inflation in check, boosted returns for the millions of
Americans now invested in the stock market, provided new markets
for U.S. goods and services, and allowed countries like China and
India to dramatically reduce poverty, which over the long term
makes for a more stable world. 29

President Obama
recognizes the benefits
of international trade.

This passage is from The Audacity of Hope. President Obama might have
proclaimed these truths from the outset of his presidency in order to
promote the cause of trade liberalization.

If the second thing reported were the wage and employment pressures some
domestic workers experience from foreign competition, the popular
response presumably would be to help them by the same means the
government uses in recessions or when technology supplants job functions.

International trade at scale is an equalizer. The “stateless elites,” 30 do not
need commercial imports, they fly to where they get what they want or pay
for personal delivery. The most expensive cars in the world are bought,
built, and shipped to order. The neighborhood Honda dealership, on the
other hand, sells its models to ordinary people.

Unfortunately, the government’s power to act as gatekeeper attracts special
interest groups that divert popular attention away from the true purpose
and effect of trade. The diversion links trade to losses in jobs and wages that
are often exaggerated and not juxtaposed with consumer welfare gains.

Estimates of welfare gains from trade vary depending on methodology,
timeframe, the particular change in trade policy from which they emanate,
and the particular kind of consumer benefits included, but they are
substantial. “Static” benefits alone easily could be over $3,000 annually per
household. It would be extremely useful to have more studies for a more
definitive and comprehensive quantification of consumer benefits from

29 The Audacity of Hope, Thoughts on Reclaiming the American Dream, Barack Obama,
Crown Publishing, First Edition, 2006, pp. 145-146. This passage was identified as
well by Daniel Griswold in Mad About Trade.
30 Larry Summers, former director of the National Economic Council, used this term
in “America needs to make a new case for trade,” Financial Times, April 27, 2008.
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trade liberalization for comparisons with the costs of domestic trade
adjustments. The government should sponsor more such studies.

Putting off trade liberalization to avoid the cost of trade induced
adjustments itself is not costless. Protected industries tend to become
inefficient and fall behind technologically, and economies that trade less,
grow less. Consider the contrast between North Korea in the bottom graph
and South Korea among the world’s more affluent economies in the top
graph of Figure 1.
Exhibit A: Trade vs. No Trade

Putting off trade
liberalization to avoid
the cost of trade
induced adjustments
itself is not costless.

North Korea looks like it is part of the ocean while South Korea can afford to
have lights on at night.
The essential conclusion is that any disadvantages from trade liberalization
should be addressed by means other than holding back trade. That
approach is virtually guaranteed not to be in the public interest.
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Appendix I: Gains from International Trade

Static gains. There are different components to the gains from trade.
Consumer satisfaction increases as citizens can buy preferred baskets of
different goods at lower prices and better quality. The cost of production
decreases as trading partners specialize in what they do best, their so-called
comparative advantage, and enable consumers to consume larger quantities
of what they prefer. These gains, in the first instance, derive from
reallocating existing resources within each trading country and allowing
goods to be purchased and shipped across national borders to better meet
existing consumer preferences. These gains are “static” in the sense that
once resources have been reallocated optimally, there is no further gain;
consumers experience a one-time improvement in welfare.

If trade is liberalized further to include more goods and more countries,
resources will be reallocated still more efficiently, and consumers will gain
another increase in welfare, but the gain will not continue to increase. If
technologies relevant to trading activity improve, such as in shipping and
communications, more trade will take place and increase welfare, but again
only by a limited amount for a given degree of improvement. It is important
to keep in mind that the estimates of consumer benefits discussed in the
main text are only static.

Dynamic gains. International trade takes place in a particular institutional
setting but the forces at work essentially are no different from the domestic
economy. Access to more and larger markets may enable firms to realize
economies of scale that reduce the cost of production and to obtain better
technology that improves the production process. Increased competition
among producers from different countries can spur efficiency gains and
motivate innovation. 31 These dynamic effects can lead to increased rates of
economic growth and sustain continual increases in living standards.

Economic integration. Advancing communications and transportation
technologies can enhance the dynamic effects of trade as they bring
countries closer in effect that are geographically separated. Economic
integration means that capital, labor, and technologies move across national
borders which movement tends to bring about coordination of technical,
regulatory, and professional standards, of taxes, possibly of currency
exchange rates even culminating in monetary union, and possibly the use of
a common language. These forms of economic integration have unified the
U.S. economy, the EU is working hard to achieve them, and they are bringing
about progressive “globalization” of national economies around the world.
Relative to international trade in goods and services by itself, economic

31 See, for example, “Gains from Trade when Firms Matter,” Mark j. Melitz and Daniel
Trefler, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Volume 26, Number 2, Spring 2012, pp.
91–118. The authors address the links between the market-expanding effect of
trade liberalization, competition, efficiency, and innovation and cite recent research
on the subject.
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integration improves resource allocation further and promotes the spread of
new technologies that continually raise living standards in developed
countries and enable more and more developing countries to accelerate
their economic growth.
Indirect benefits. Finally, there are indirect benefits from trade and
economic integration in the form of greater economic stability and a lesser
likelihood of armed conflict among nations with close economic ties. 32

Measuring trade benefits. The benefits from trade are overwhelmingly
positive and obviously manifest in vastly improved living standards over any
significant period. All economic activity, if it is voluntary and sustained,
culminates in consumer benefits, its ultimate purpose, so trade studies at the
national level use aggregate economic concepts to measure them and may
see no need to distinguish static from dynamic trade benefits or necessarily
separate them from those of various forms of economic integration. 33

Making these distinctions is not easy in any case. Common forces drive
domestic economic growth and international trade, such as advances in
communications technology; economic liberalization within a country that
often goes hand in hand with trade liberalization; and rising domestic
incomes that lead to increased demand for foreign goods. These
interrelationships make it difficult to isolate the effects of trade
liberalization and progressive international economic integration makes it
even more difficult.

Nevertheless, every domestic market transaction in the first instance is
associated with consumer and producer surplus. All productive economic
activity ultimately culminates in consumable goods and services that impart
consumer welfare via different channels and on different timelines, 34 but the
question remains what adding foreign supply (imports) and foreign demand
(exports) does to consumer and producer surplus in the near term. It
should be standard procedure to quantify the direct and immediate trade
benefits to consumers, without which there would be no imports in the first
place but that is not the case. Studies that address this question usually look
There are adjustment costs to trade and economic integration, but the gains are
permanent and cumulative whereas the costs are transitory, unless governments
impose integration along one or more dimensions by fiat in which case it may not fit
the circumstances. The euro zone is finding that it may have taken monetary
integration too far, for example. However, the view that trade liberalization and
economic integration driven by market and technological forces can have greater
costs than benefits runs up against the fact that they derive from voluntarily actions.
To stop them requires denying people choices and freedom of action.
33 See, for example, “The Payoff to America from Global Integration,” by Scott C.
Bradford, Paul L. E. Grieco, and Gary Clyde Hufbauer for various approaches to
estimating the gains from trade, including one that focuses on consumer benefit
from increased variety; The United States and the World Economy: Foreign Economic
Policy for the Next Decade, Chapter 2, C. Fred Bergsten, Peterson Institute for
International Economics, January 2005.
34Producers either spend their surplus on consumption as well or save it in which
case it will be invested to produce future goods.
32
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only at the effect on producer profits and worker compensation, which
import competition tends to reduce and export demand tends to increase in
the affected markets. Incremental import quantities do not affect an
individual consumer’s budget nearly as much as it may affect a domestic
business’s profit or a worker’s income in the tradable sector. Consumers are
more dispersed than workers of a particular industry and the incremental
consumer benefits from prospective trade liberalization are not obvious to
the average citizen. Hence, consumers are not disposed to organize in
support of advancing trade liberalization, which may help explain the
imbalance in the kind of trade studies conducted.

Appendix II: Competition and Price Changes

Appendix III: Allegations against International Trade
Allegations against foreign producers and governments include that they
-

-

Subsidize their export industries and hinder import competition in
their own markets, if not outright by quotas or tariffs, then by
regulatory discrimination;
Bias their government procurement practices;
Manipulate their currency exchange rate versus the U.S. dollar;
Steal U.S. intellectual property;
Fail to protect the environment; and
Exploit their labor with low compensation and poor working
conditions or allow multinational corporations to do so.

Certainly since NAFTA, U.S. trade negotiations have addressed matters on
this list and promise improvement through the terms of trade formally
agreed upon as well as the economic growth resulting from trade with the
United States.
jec.senate.gov/republicans
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Claims that foreign suppliers sell below cost or “dump” their goods in the
United States (part of the first point above) is the most common complaint
but typically does not furnish an appropriate cost measure, explain how
foreign sellers ever recoup their losses if they truly are selling below their
cost, or how this harms consumers. And, one should recognize that
opponents of trade have little choice but to claim that something unfair is
going on as long as consumers are buying imports voluntarily.

Poisonous pet food from China some years ago was a widely publicized case
of consumer harm from imports, but domestic goods at times also are
tainted. That is a problem for safety regulation to address and that the
market will discipline as brands and reputations are tarnished.
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